A Spirituality
of Nonviolence:
Living Testimonies
from Latin America
By Mónica A. Maher

In memory of Berta Cáceres, feminist indigenous activist assassinated March 2, 2016.
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I learned that nonviolence is a spirituality that invites one to be in the world in
a different way; to value the profound encounter with others, attentive and silent
listening, holding the space without words and the importance of presence.
–Sister Lilian Silva Aparicio of Chile

Sister Lilian Silva Aparicio is part of a group of sisters,
associates and ministry colleagues in Latin America who
have undertaken an intensive training in the Alternatives
to Violence Project (AVP), a program that empowers participants to handle potentially violent situations in new
and creative ways.
For five years, they have committed themselves to being
a prophetic voice against violence in its many forms, giving
life to a spirituality of transformative encounter with self
and others.

way to move forward on this commitment and agreed as
a team to take the AVP basic workshop, opening it up to
other associates and sisters.
In the 2017 Vision Statement, the Sisters of Mercy of
CCASA committed to create spaces to deepen new spiritualities—nonviolence, evolutionary, the cosmological,
the feminine—to be rooted in Laudato Sí, Awakening the
Dreamer and the Alternatives to Violence Project.
AVP began in 1975 in a New York prison at the request
of long-term prisoners. A workshop was held for youth
coming into conflict with the law; its success quickly genProphetic Voices
erated requests for more, both within and outside
The impetus for the training arose out of
prisons. The program has now spread to more
the CCASA Prophetic Voice Commission,
than 50 countries around the world.
which was formed as a concrete
The Sisters of Mercy have introexpression of the Institute’s Critical
duced AVP to Argentina, Belize, Chile,
Nonviolence is
Concern to promote a spirituality
Guyana, Honduras and Panama, and
of nonviolence. The training’s
it is spreading to regions of Peru prea personal and collective
objectives include promoting the
viously unreached.
transformation. It is an
Gospel in all CCASA ministries;
The first workshop was held
option of life that promotes
responding through education and
with nine sisters and associates of
formation to violence in all its forms
CCASA in 2015, co-facilitated by Val
life and reminds
in the CCASA countries; and mainLiveaok of the Friends Peace Teams
us that we are all one.
taining communication between the
(Quakers) and Nelly in San Pedro
commission and community to effect
Sula, Honduras. These participants took
personal, communal and social transtwo more trainings, becoming apprentice
formation. The Commission is made up of
facilitators and offering AVP workshops to
sisters and associates from the various CCASA
other Mercy sisters, associates and colleagues in
countries.
their own countries.
As Mercy Associate Nelly Del Cid of Honduras explains,
The 2016 assassination of indigenous feminist activist
after the Second CCASA Assembly in 2013, members
Berta Cáceres in Honduras, while the Mercy group was
agreed to commit “to promote a spirituality of nonviolence
training in Panama, shocked the world and highlighted
on personal, community, social, ecclesial and ecological
the urgent need for more leaders dedicated to alternatives
levels, especially toward the Earth, women and children.”
to violence.
Further, the CCASA Vision Statement 2013 reiterates
Sister Blanca Quintana of Peru, now an apprentice
that the community is “passionate for Mercy … wherever
facilitator, explains why she became involved. “I wanted to
life cries out” and recognizes God’s call to live and serve
deepen the work on my personal history of violence and of
with a contemplative attitude, to practice nonviolence and
course because it was in line with my commitment to the
to be a prophetic voice.
Critical Concerns,” she says. “AVP has been and continues
Nelly and others saw the AVP workshops as a concrete
to be a blessing in my life.”
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A Transformative Philosophy

Sister Edia López of Panama affirms: “Nonviolence is a
way of living. As apprentices of nonviolent tools or alternatives,
we position ourselves in new ways for respectful, loving,
transformative interactions in the search for common interests
and the peaceful resolution of conflicts.”

AVP is based on the belief that there is a power for peace
and good in everyone that can transform relationships.
This reflects the outlook of the Religious
Society of Friends (Quakers), who were
instrumental in AVP’s founding. The
A Participatory Process
program is non-denominational, not
AVP workshops are experiential. They
allied with a particular faith or sect,
draw on shared experience, using interand open to all.
There
is
a
new
active exercises, discussions, games
The approach resonated. Sister
and role-plays to examine responses
Carmen Rosa Ccallomamani
consciousness in my
to situations in which injustice, prejof Peru asserts, “AVP helped
udice, frustration and anger can lead
being
as
a
Sister
of
Mercy
me greatly through its simple,
to aggressive behavior and violence.
straightforward philosophy that
to accompany our people
The AVP methodology at first
recognizes the inner light and
surprised
sisters and associates, chalwho suffer so much
transforming power that every
lenging their expectations of what
person possesses, that allows us
violence.
it means to be trained as a facilitator
to promote a culture of peace.”
of nonviolence workshops, as Lilian
Sister Edia López of Panama also
admits. “I thought that I would learn techembraced the philosophy. “Nonviolence
niques for dealing with violence but instead I
is a personal and collective transforlearned how to recognize, take responsibility for and
mation. It searches to rebuild a spirituality
heal my own violence, its origins and roots,” she says.
of transforming power based in respect and unconditional
Associate Patricia Liverpool has similar thoughts after
love,” she says. “It is an option of life that promotes life and
taking part in a workshop in Guyana. “Everyone said that
reminds us that we are all one.”
it made them recognize the violence in their speech in parAVP workshops help participants find and express their
ticular,” she says. “We are looking forward to the follow-up
creative inner power by developing the skills of affirmaworkshops.”
tion, cooperation, community-building, nonviolent comSister María Cristina Mira of Argentina appreciates the
munication and conflict transformation. According to
collective process of working as a team to prepare and then
Nelly, “Today, we have tools for facing conflicts from a
participate in the AVP workshops.
position of good treatment, acceptance and care of self and
“I experienced a profound, simple way that trusts in the
others,” she said. “Today, we have a better awareness of
internal wisdom of the participants, that does not impose
that transforming power.”
nor have the last word, that only proposes and gives oppor-

… and Honduras …
An Alternatives to Violence workshop
in Panama …
… and Guyana …
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… and Guatemala …

… and Argentina.
… and Peru …

tunities to unleash an internal process in each one, with
listen, share, respect, understand the other, reflect, unite as
much respect,” she says. “It creates a safe space, for the
a group, treat others well and respond without violence,”
participants as well as the facilitators.”
Ana says. “All expressed a desire to continue with the
Nelly affirms the outcomes of the simple methodology.
advanced workshops.”
“AVP opens us to a better understanding among ourselves
Still, there is much more to be realized. Carmen
as sisters, associates and collaborators in our minRosa, for example, articulates a very clear vision
istries,” she says.
for the Sisters of Mercy of Peru to offer as
Community participants observed
many AVP workshops as possible.
the changes in themselves. Blanca
“We dream of forming a team that
asserts, “I have been transforming
can continue to offer the workshops
AVP’s simple,
my outlook in interacting with
in different places in the country,”
straightforward
others. The interaction is more
she says, “above all for rural and
authentic, more empathetic,
indigenous communities, which
philosophy recognizes the
more respectful, expecting the
have few training opportunities
best, believing in myself.”
of this kind, and to form indiginner light and transforming
enous facilitators who can carry
power that every person
Incorporation into
out the workshops in their own
languages.”
possesses, that allows
Mercy Ministries
In September 2018, Carmen Rosa
Having experienced their own
us to promote a culture
put her vision into action, bringing
spiritual growth in AVP, sisters
AVP to indigenous communities of the
of peace.
and associates are now eager to
Peruvian Amazon, part of an international
bring the workshops to others in their
team of facilitators from the Americas.
ministries.
Echoing the same enthusiasm, many other sisMaría Cristina asserts: “I am very grateful for
ters and associates now see AVP as integral to their work
the experience, for the wisdom that was passed on to me
of Mercy. As Blanca says: “There is a new consciousness
and for the opportunity to keep multiplying AVP in our
in my being as a Sister of Mercy to accompany our people
countries as a very valid tool to initiate and continue the
who suffer so much violence. AVP contributes to building
path of nonviolence.”
the reign of God that is peace, love and justice.”
Many sisters and associates have already begun to facilitate
AVP workshops within their Mercy ministries. Sister Ana
Associate Mónica A. Maher lives in Ecuador and
Siufi describes the experience of co-facilitating her first
is an AVP facilitator and coordinator of the Latin
AVP workshop in Argentina with incarcerated men in
American Program of Friends Peace Teams. She
Southern Argentina last summer.
can be reached at monicam675@aol.com.
“Participants expressed gratitude for learning how to
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